MUHAMMAD WILL NOT CALL YOU TO ACCOUNT

"Your ONLY mission (O Muhammad) is to deliver (Quran), while it is we who will call them to account." (13: 40)

MUHAMMAD CANNOT BENEFIT YOU OR HARM YOU

"Say (O Muhammad), 'I possess no power to harm myself, or benefit myself.'" (10: 49)

"Say (O Muhammad), 'I possess no power to harm you, or benefit you through guiding you.'" (72: 21)

Thus, the prophet will not put you in Paradise, nor can he take you out of hell, nor will he call you to account before him, nor can he benefit you, nor can he harm you; HIS SOLE MISSION WAS DELIVERING QURAN, & NOTHING BUT QURAN. To love him and honor him is to follow Quran alone, and reject the fabrications attributed to him.